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The Climb is almosT over

This monastery which really 
progressed in its own time taking into mind 
the principle “slowly but surely” started its 
real construction August 1st of 2010 with an 
average of nine (9) workers. Now, it already 
reached 80% of its total completion.

After years of dreaming, anticipation and hard work, the new monastery is now on its proper shape and hues. And 
YES, few more sleeps and the everyday climb of the Sisters will soon be over. The Passionist Nuns will then wake up 
facing the sun in the direction of Mount Matutum.

The focus now is on the Altar Bread 
Building which already started last 
September 28, 2013 and aiming to be fully 
done come January 2014.

The building with a total of thirteen 
(13) cells for the sisters anticipating future 

candidates is expected to finish this coming 
May of 2014.

The whole construction is being 
supervised by Architect Arturo Ober and 
the Sisters.

CP Nuns intimately walk with Jesus

A 4-DAY PILGRIMAGE to HOLY LAND with FATHER POL
Who says it cannot be done in four 

days? 
Father Pol Plaza C.P., (now Provincial 

Superior of Passionist Fathers in the 
Philippines) made it in four days. He toured 
the entire Passionist Nuns community of 

Marbel to almost every nook of the Holy 
Land and even discussed the significance 
of each place to the Christian History.

He made the four-day conference 
last March 5-8, 2013. The memories are 
still vivid for he just arrived from a four-
year stay in Bethany, Israel last October, 
2012. He served there as Superior of the 
Passionist House for Pilgrims.

It was indeed a fruitful learning for 
the nuns not to mention the powerful 
PowerPoint Presentation and the complete 
set of pictures of all the places in Holy 
Land.

It is not a usual retreat. It is indeed a 
renewal. It is a deep and intimate encounter 
with Christ’ Passion.

The Passionist nuns spent a five-day 
intimate walk with Jesus as they had their 
annual retreat last November 4-8, 2013 with 
Father Julito ‘Titing’ Villarente C.P. as their 
retreat master. Father Titing as he is fondly 

called led their way of the cross for five 
days by relating their first hand experiences 
to the Passion of Jesus Christ guided by the 
Scriptures, their Holy Rules, the writings of 
the Holy Founder Saint Paul of the Cross to 
Mary Mother Crucified and some events in 
their lives inside the monastery within the 
last thirty (30) years.

 

 

• Father General visits the   
 Passionist Nuns of Marbel
• Christmas in the Silence  
 of the Night
• Memory Lapse…   
 Memory Laughs…
• Music Strikes the Sisters’  
 hearts

What’s Inside?



FATHER GENERAL VISITS THE PASSIONIST NUNS OF MARBEL
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Three long consecutive presses of doorbell. The sisters in the Janua Coeli immediately stood up while the ones in the kitchen rushed 
to the designated door. That sound was a signal that the visitor/s they have been waiting for already arrived.

It was a warm afternoon of May 24, 
2013 when the newly elected (2012) 
Passionist General Superior Father Joachim 
Rego, C.P. visited the Passionist Nuns of 
Marbel.  He just concluded the Passionist 
Fathers’ Provincial Chapter in General 
Santos City that morning. 

Over a simple snack prepared by the 

nuns, Father Joachim animatedly narrated 
the sequence of events during their General 
Chapter in Rome when he was elected to 
the least of his expectation as Superior 
General. 

He also discussed some of his plans 
and desires for the Congregation including 
the Passionist Nuns whom he wants to be 

consistently connected.
He came together with Father 

Joseph Alesna, C.P. and Father Francis 
Chennampally. Lively conversation was 
almost endless but it had to for they need to 
go back to General Santos City for Father 
Gwen Barde’s book launch that evening.

“It was a real delight for me to pay a visit and 
connect once again this past May with my dear Passionist 
Nuns - this time as Superior General. As always the 
welcome and hospitality, and the stories and laughter 
were contagious and most enjoyable. Above all, it was a 

joy to meet and see God’s blessing for the Congregation in the gift of Annie in 
formation as a postulant. May she be strengthened and persevere in her vocation 
to the contemplative life.

I take this opportunity to thank the Sisters for their witness and prayer which 
is a powerful source of grace on which the whole Congregation depends so 
much. I wish you every blessing as you prepare to move into your new monastery 
in the New Year and, from that place, continue to keep alive the memory of God’s 
overwhelming love as we see and experience in the Passion of Jesus.

Be assured of my support in prayer for God’s continued blessings in 
2014.” 

     With my best wishes and prayers, 
      Fr Joachim cp

July 3, 2013. After spending six 
months living with the nuns, Annie 
Palafox  Magullado, a long time member 
of Passionist Youth  in Sto. Nino Parish, 
Bagong Silang Caloocan City (NCR) 
then stepped to her next stage, the 
Postulancy Period.

She made her nine-day workshop 
year 2007 and finally made up her 
mind and entered last January 3, 2013 
(birthday of the Passionist’ Holy 
Founder, Saint Paul of the Cross) as an 
aspirant.

She received the Passionist pin from 
Mother Socorro De Leon as a symbol of 
being a Postulant.

asPiraNT sTePs To 
PosTUlaNCY



Silent night, O Holy Night…all is 
calm, all is bright. Indeed a beautiful line 
from a song to describe the Christmas 
Eve – silent, holy, calm and bright. But 
do these words really fit the way we 
celebrate Christmas especially now that 
chaos is present in almost all corners of 
our country?

With the ongoing corruption 
case involving our elected leaders in 
the Congress and Senate, everyone 
has something to say from sympathy 
to criticism followed by immediate 
judgment. SILENCE has no room ‘though 
it must have been really a dark NIGHT for 
the ones who are involved or accused.

With the families in Bohol still living 
the tremors of the earthquake and opted 
to simply sleep under the moonlight 
instead of reverting to the shelter of their 
house, they are still being enveloped with 
inconsolable fear that anytime, there 
would be an aftershock. We just hope they 
would find the NIGHT HOLY.

In the recent typhoon “Yolanda” 
devastating the province of Leyte and 
some regions of Visayas, leaving them 
homeless and losing thousands of lives 
and millions of properties… everyone 
is in panic and like the ‘survival of the 
fittest’, some of them lose their sanity and 
goodness. No one is CALM, everything 
is DARK and BRIGHT future became 
suddenly bleak.

Christmas is a continuing celebration 
of GOD’s birth and presence in the 
universe. HE is definitely present despite 
all the caricatures unfolding beneath 
our very eyes. Only our strong FAITH 
can hold us and would make us believe 
that whatever comes out, HE will never 
forsake us. AND as long as there’s a 
single friend committed to stand by us 
and leading us… GOD is present.

IN THIS TOUGH TIME when 
reasons and purpose of the event become 
unfathomable, we have nothing to offer 
but a FERVENT PRAYER, lifting all our 
brethren to GOD asking HIM, to keep 
them and US all in HIS loving embrace. 
Have a Blessed Christmas to All! 

Awareness is a disposition being ignored by most people. Awareness is 
an important disposition - an important character and habit that one should 
develop if one is serious to practice prayer especially contemplative prayer. In 
truth, recollection and awareness are not far from each other. 

 How many of us do what we are doing automatically like a machine? 
We eat but are not aware that we are eating and not being aware that while 
eating, we are chewing. At times, it seems that our taste buds are in paralysis. 
To eat with awareness is to savour the food  AND it is to give reverence to the 
body, to the cook, to the farmers, to the environment and to the Creator. Thus, 
eating becomes sacred. 

Jesus used the same words: “This is my body. Take and eat. Do this in 
memory of me”. This needs awareness because to eat the body of Jesus, our 
body must be aware that the Son of God is entering our body -- the son of God 
is entering our humanity. Then, if we are aware, we believe in reality that our 
body becomes God’s Temple.

 For the contemplatives, they can fall into monotony or “taken for 
granted” attitude. It is a pitfall when kneeling, folding the hands and bowing 
down are all done automatically without awareness. Mumbling the Psalms and 
the prayers can be done sloppily and without any awareness because we do 
that seven times a day and it becomes a habit. Are we aware that this is the 
prayer of the church and that we are set aside specifically for this purpose? 
Are we keen to the fact that this is our work, our mission and an apostolate 
entrusted to all contemplatives? Do we believe this in truth and in reality? 
Or are we just mumbling the words, our bodies present but our minds are 
wandering somewhere? If so, then we are falling into the pitfall. Eventually, life 
will become tasteless and meaningless not because we are being called to a 
higher level of prayer but because of irresponsibility, negligence and lack of 
discipline. 
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CHRISTMAS IN THE 
SILENCE Of the NIGHT

Time has changed and change has brought us to another facet of life – full of joy, 
beauty and gratitude.

History should be valued and revered because whatever hardships and difficulties we 
encountered, there’s always the guiding hand of God who loves us all the time. AND that 
is the reason why our heart is sometimes full of nostalgic memories yet overwhelming with 
gratitude.

Few months from now, we will be moving out from this 40-year old monastery to a new 
building, a new place to build new set of memories. For me, it took quite some time to let go of 
this place as it bears so many memories and ‘been witness to innumerable events in our lives.

The first several years of my stay here added a lot to my list of experiences and 
that include struggles and adjustments to poverty and environment BUT all coupled with 
excitement.

During those days, we encountered a lot of adventures. The different kinds of ‘wars’ gave 
us no dull moment. They ranged from bullets breaking through our screen windows (sounded 
like there’s a minor battle field outside our wall); invasion of thieves such as animal hunter con 
thief; and hustle and bustle of animal warfare in the garden especially at night.

Our garden before was somewhat like an undeveloped zoo. There were pigs, chickens, 
ducks, rabbits, geese and our beloved German Shepherds guarding inside and around the 
monastery.  We also have some unwanted yet coexisting creatures like snakes (cobras), 
geckos, chicken lizards, poisonous red ants and bees.  AND there were also flocks of birds 
singing songs as if you’re in a paradise. They dance in the air in the midst of our tropical plants, 
fruit trees and gorgeous flowers. What a lovely view!

Almost all the animals were not in good terms. Dogs invaded the poultry and pigpen every 
now and then. They also had some surprise visit to the rabbit community. 

We also experienced a funny yet a bit scary thief invasion. We heard a commotion in 
the poultry. We peeped and saw a man carrying an empty rice sack and using it to bag our 
chicken one after the other. Dogs were running after him and to destruct them, we saw him 
throwing chickens as he made his way to escape. We all saw the scene completely using our 
small flashlights. The thief was caught the next day and he happened to be the helper of the 
meat vendor in the market.

( cont. to page 7 )

( cont. to page 7 )



My heart sings these attributes to you 
        O Dear Mother of Holy Hope! 
For indeed it is fitting and right
That we your children honor and call you
Our Mother of Holy Hope!
Yes, because that is what you are!

O most amiable Mother
Indeed you are truly the most sacred vessel
For in your womb the WORD   made flesh and dwelt among us! 
Yes, in your sacred womb the seed of HOPE is born.
JESUS, the Lord of hope.
 The hope of our salvation, the hope of all nations,  
And the hope of every generation!

O dear Mother,
Through you the living Word of God
Made manifest to us:  Jesus Christ your son our Lord and Savior! 
You nurtured Him. You care for Him. You fed him with your abundant 
milk.
 And watched Him grow in wisdom and grace.

As a mother, I can imagine how busy you were
Attending to the needs of Jesus and Joseph in your home at Nazareth. 
Cooking and preparing food for them.
Indeed doing the household task is not foreign to you
For you a perfect Mother did every little thing 
With perfect love and devotion
To honor your Lord and King!  
 
Yes, O dear Mother, now you are ever busy 
Attending to the needs of all your spiritual children.
You are ever close to us. 
Ever ready to assist us in all our needs.
And all the saints in heaven echoed their glorious praise
How much you have helped them while they were on earth.

Thank you   dear Mother for your constant appeal,
Your loving gaze upon us is ever real,
We entrust each moment our safe journey  
For left to ourselves we will not find the heavenly way. Amen.

The sun explores its entire heat
The wells closed their eyelids
The rivers gradually knelt
Even the sea humbly concedes

You bravely stood your ground
Not even the storm can make you coward
Your place is right, you can’t be moved
You’re facing GOD and you’re doing good.

‘Though I considered myself a bookworm, I am not a fan of any history book. I find this subject boring and books were just made for instructional 
material in any university, museum or institution.  
But this book is one in a thousand – really an exemption.
I happened to be at the book launch and among the firsts to get the complimentary copy. That night, I decided to use it as my lullaby. I flipped 
the first few pages thinking that this type of topic would surely lead me to a peaceful sleep. I was wrong because to my surprise, I ended up 
forcing myself to close it around four thirty in the morning the following day.
The pragmatic angle is evident of course. I grew up with the Passionist brothers and Fathers. I am close to them like a family so this is like reading the roots of the 
fruits I am now enjoying. Father Hilarion is  (may His soul in heaven be not disturbed by this article) like a grandfather in a rocking chair telling me all the joys and 
struggles he’d been through at the prime of his life while I hum the song “Better Days…”
Setting aside its thematic approach, Father Gwen Barde really delivered the history with its parts and hues in such a way that is really enticing and magical. It is 
like inviting you in at the entrance of an enchanted cave. Upon entering, you would really feel the ambience of how it is to be a missionary Passionist . Perhaps 
because he himself is a Passionist thereby he has the charism of bringing everyone to his own family story.
The history was chronologically and artistically narrated. The manner of using the liturgical hours is so fitting to a life of its religious subject. 
I therefore conclude that this is indeed a good read not only for religious and those who are associated with the Passionist family – it is a book of wisdom from the 
lips of a man recollecting how he consumed well his God-given life AND is really a master’s piece, a magnificent work of an artist who skillfully unfold the Passionist 
History in the Philippines in his own unique way.
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A Book Review: SPROUTING THE BAMBOO CROSS 

LAKE ON A SUMMER

by Father Gwen Barde, C.P. (from the Recollection of Rev. Fr. Hilarion Walters, C.P.)

Visit of Mrs. Yoshiko Tanaka (cousin) and Mrs. Yukiko Kawai (high school classmate) to 
Sister Marguerite and the community.

Book signing of the author, Father Gwen Barde, C.P. / visit of Fr. Rene Ventajar C.P. and Fr. 
Vivien Nuera, C.P. together with Vivien and Mai (PAYO)

Birthday Lunch of Fr. Vic Gabut, C.P. / The workers of the New Monastery Construction with 
Arch. Art Ober

What Happened? ... What’s Up?... What’s In?...OUR LADY OF HOLY HOPE



  

Stillness –
 I hold even my breath
 To prevent you from falling
 That I may drink you
 Whole, entire
 Before the sun
 Turns you into vapor again
Awareness –
 How silently you speak!
 We together
 In the precious now
 Attentive to each other
 Till there is no other
 And we are one!
Happiness –
 Can I lose you?
 Or do you abandon me
 When the sun claims you?
 It is only your form 
 disappearing
 In deepest surrender and trust
 Your presence lives in my
  very soul!

One day in my life, something happened which I did not expect,
I reached a certain place in my life’s journey, the point where I need to pass through an unusual way,
As I examined, it’s a dark and narrow tunnel facing me
I knelt down to check it more clearly but there’s nothing I could see

Immediately, I stood up and find another route
But there’s no other way than to cross the one in front of me
My knees trembled and weakened, my heart beats fast
My tears and sweat cascaded

In my darkened vision,
As if clouds have gathered and fell on me with strong gravity
Mind and spirit in anguish cried; “why did I reach this point?
Why this happened to me?”

For a long time, I wept and questioned,
No answer came for I was alone.
No proper direction for whatever plan and action
Shall I continue or retreat in desolation?

When I have reflected all that happened on my way
‘something’ has been defined to me,
Then I witnessed my own response to misery laid down In front of me
Immediately I stood up with full of certainty
From the place I sat and wept when I was left in desolate

As I made the sign of the cross, together came words to the Almighty
“O Lord my God, please help me in my misery!”
Then I bow down, ready to take the challenge and pass the tunnel which seems like ‘been there waiting for me
To my surprise, the tunnel which I dread to pass through is nothing
but a door need to push and open gently and silently.

As if I could not believe what I saw,
The sun smiled as it gradually rises from the back of the mountain
Birds in the sky joyfully singing as if welcoming the morning
Beautiful flowers in full bloom dancing in the breeze as its fragrance joyfully colors the air

When I started to lift my two feet and walk the bright new road
There was a feeling I could not explain
I wanted to shout but nothing came out of my mouth
O God, am I just experiencing a mirage?

BUT IT’S TRUE… THERE CAN BE MIRACLE IF I ONLY BELIEVE, 
WHEN TIME COMES TO MEET ME AT THE END OF THE ROAD!
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 -your grassblade           

(My Own Way to Damascus)
AT THE END OF THIS ROAD

My Drop of Dew,

Visit and Silver Sacerdotal Anniversary Celebration of Fr. Nonoy Plaza, C.P.  with the CP Nuns/ ‘Simba’, 
the blind cute puppy found a comfortable haven in the monastery/ birthday celebration of Bro. Bob Mckenna 
C.P. and Fr. Rene Ventajar, C.P./ short visit of Fr. Steve Dunn, C.P. and Fr. Thom McDonough C.P. (from 
Australia)accompanied by Fr. Pol Plaza, C.P.  and Fr. Marito Varquez, C.P./ visit of Mr. Tatsuya Hongo (from 
Japan) together with Dr. Claudio and his son.

Morning Prayer and Blessing of Mother Marilyn’s grave 
with Father Julito Villarente, C.P.

Visit and ‘Goodbye for now’ of the three Passionist Priests from 
India – Fr. Benzen Valiyaveetil,C.P., Fr. Francis Chennampally, 
C.P.; and Fr. Lawrence Sugun, C.P. / Surprise Christmas gift from 
Mr. and Mrs. Ong Ante – a brand new motorcycle.

What Happened? ... What’s Up?... What’s In?...



1.) Sr. Veronica about to be covered with black cloth 2.) Sr. Veronica covered with black cloth during the Litany 3.) The newly professed Sister kneels before the Bishop to receive the solemn blessing or 
consecration. 4.) With her former officemates and Bosses - Mr. Edwardo and Mrs Juvy Amadeo 5.) With Father Bonifacio Ampoyas 6.) With her Parents - Mr. Ernesto and Mrs. Adelfa Alagadan

EVERYTHING IS GRACE

6 riPPles 

To profess perpetual vows during the festive 
moment in the presence of the Bishop, my brother 
priests, religious, seminarians, family, friends and 
my community OR in short, with the people who 
have been there loving, supporting and praying 
for me as I trudge this path following Jesus Christ 
as a Passionist Nun if I may describe is like being 
tossed up in victory after running the race and 
reaching the goal with the torch in my hands. 

That was a year ago. Now the torch is in my 
hands. I am now responsible to keep it burning 
all the time especially when there are distractions 
and other interventions trying to blow the ember 
sustaining the fire – this ember is my faith and I 
professed perpetual vows on October 16 of the 
Year of Our Faith 2012 AND that was a significant 
sign for me.

Now is the moment to descend to the 
plain of the everyday realities which faith is the 
anchor validating the words I professed in front 
of God and His people. Today is the important 
continuation of my spiritual formation for it did not 
end when I professed my perpetual vows. This is 
the period when Faith does the action because 
for me, FAITH is to hear what is not being said. 
I remember a line from my favorite song that 
goes, “… you say it best when you say nothing 
at all…” 

“Lord, Here I am…” requires faith to see 
the invisible, to touch and feel what seems 
to be nothing, to lift my feet into that darkness 
regardless of what’s in store on the other side of 
that bend on the road and to even learn to say 
YES in a NO situation. It is the hope we rely on if 
there is nothing to hold on to, to expect a gentle 
whispering breeze after the attack of a violent 
storm and to joyfully wait the harvest time after 
the hard toil and labor. Faith thus invites us to 
welcome the dawn of light after the night of pitch 
darkness and to see the ray of sunshine bordered 
with colorful rainbow after the heavy rain.

Often God calls me when I am not ready to 

answer ‘though I believe whenever He calls, it is 
always coupled with grace.

My spiritual companion in my journey of 
life once told me that LIFE is a continuous quest 
for meaning, fulfillment and happiness. Every 
journey has an end only to discover that the 
said END is just a beginning to another road. 
This is the way my life goes and whenever I 
reach a certain end, I always ask myself – Am 
I happy? Am I fulfilled? Am I finding meaning to 
what I am doing or pursuing?

To wake up in the morning and to retire 
at night are two of the miracles and graces of 
God I always consider AND I often tell myself  - 
“thank God, I am still a Passionist Nun! 

Everyday is a chance for me to draw 
myself little by little to the intimacy of God’s love 
as He continually invites me with His words in 
the gospel, “ COME TO ME, all you who are 
weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. 
Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I 
am gentle and humble of heart, and you will find 
rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my 
burden is light.” (Matthew 11:28-30)

     
 

My Prayer to Jesus:
O Jesus, my Lord and my friend, make 

me remember, when the world is cold and 
lonely and I know not where or whom to turn for 
comfort, that there is always one place bright 
and cheerful – to sit beside my friend. When my 
spirit is in desolation - when all who are  dear 
to me drifted away like summer flowers and 
no one left to care… I will just whisper to my 
troubled soul that there is ONE FRIEND who 
never dies – one whose LOVE never changes, 
the HEART of my Lord and my Friend: JESUS! 
Amen.

 
 

It’s been a year already but no event yet 
in the Our Lady of Holy Hope Monastery could 

surpass this.

October 16, 2012 at 10:00 A.M. Sister Veronica of 
the Cross professed her final vows as a Passionist 
Nun. The mass and ceremony was officiated by Most 
Rev. Dinualdo Gutierrez, C.P.(Bishop of Marbel) and 
well attended by fellow religious, her family, friends 
and benefactors.

Among the Diocesan Priests present were: Rev. 
Fr. Bonifacio Ampoyas, Rev. Fr. Ramil Nerio, Rev. 
Fr. Ronald Plomillo, Rev. Fr. Joe-an Paez, Rev. Fr. 
Joseph Facura, Rev. Fr. Romeo Subaldo, Rev. Fr. 
Joseph Benitez, Rev. Fr. Ricky Emboltorio, Rev. Fr. 
Noe Pedrajas and Rev. Fr. Eugene Porras.

Her Passionist brothers were also present such as 
Rev. Fr. Vicente Supranes C.P. who acted as the 
Master of Ceremony;  Rev. Fr. Louie Fuentespina,C.P., 
Rev. Fr. Joseph Alesna, C.P., Rev. Fr. Benzen 
Valiyaveetil, C.P.,Rev. Fr. Francis Chennampally, 
C.P., Rev. Fr. Robertp Alegre, C.P., Rev. Fr. Wilfredo 
Estraza, C.P.,Rev. Alexander Arellano,C.P., Rev. 
Andrew Gumboc and the Saint Gabriel Seminarians 
who served as choir during the mass.

Sister Veronica’s family from General Santos City 
was there of course to witness the event – her 
parents Mr. Ernesto and Mrs. Adelfa Alagadan and 
her siblings – Gerry, Gemma, Maria Mae and Joan. 
Other relatives presents are her sis-in-law Mylin, 
nieces/nephew Nikka, Kaykay and Francis, Aunts 
Mansueta and Erlinda, Uncle Napoleon AND cousins 
Marvin, Ramil, Pedro, Editha and Myrna.

Other important people who attended the event were 
her high school classmates and teachers, former 
bosses and officemates, friends and benefactors of 
the Community and friends from her former parish 
and GKK group.

Sister Veronica who is known as Joy Macaya 
Alagadan was a member of Catholic Youth Ministry 
of Holy Cross Parish, Calumpang General Santos 
City for seven (7) years (1996-2003). She entered 
the monastery on May 23, 2003, had her vestition 
on August 27, 2004 and made her first profession of 

vow on November 20, 2006.

…a year after my perpetual profession



music and how this little wonder of art 
affects their contemplative way of life.

Quiet Music disposes 
my heart to enter into a 
deeper level of prayer. 
Quiet music prepares my 
heart to listen to God more 

attentively whose word is “SILENCE”… 

What kind of 
music is it? It is not 
just any popular song 
or my own favorite, 
but a real one that 

expresses what’s in my heart. Such kind of 
music helps us to praise God and lift up our 
hearts to Him. We praise God, give thanks, 
beg for His support and express our Love 
to Him. Most of all, we carry many people 
back to His loving arms during our liturgy 
and mass. Then we will enter into silence 
after. That is prayer and in our heart, we 
stay in it even while making our day to day 

work.
                                                                                                                                                
The ‘real music’ 

has wings of praise and 
worship to carry the soul 
of a contemplative to 

the one for whom it is played or sung… 

It is SCIENCE because it is specific 
and demands exact acoustics. It is MATH 
because it is rhythmically based on the 
subdivisions of time into fractions which 
must be done and not worked out on paper. 
It is FOREIGN LANGUAGE for it can be in 
Italian, German or French and the semantics 
is most complete and universal language. 
It is HISTORY for it usually reflects the 
environment and time of its creations 
sometimes including the country and racial 
feeling. It is PHYSICAL EDUCATION it 
requires fantastic coordination of finger, 
hands, arms, lip, cheek, and facial muscles, 
in addition to extraordinary control of the 
diaphragmatic back, stomach, and chest 
muscles which respond instantly to the 
sound the ear hears and the mind interprets. 
BUT above ALL, it is ART for it allows 
a human being to take all these dry and 
technically boring techniques and use to 
create emotion. <from an article on WHAT 
IS MUSIC…>

You hear them singing before dawn 
strikes in the horizon. You hear them 
singing several times during the day at 
different intervals. And once more as if 
welcoming the dusk, here they are singing 
their hearts out. Music seems to be a part of 
their living. But let us hear how they define 

MUSIC STRIKES THE SISTERS’HEARTS
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MUSIC is, in 
a very deep way, 
the breath of my 
contemplative life.

Wherever there is 
LIFE, there is MUSIC 
because music is the art 
work of God. For our 
very  breathing is the 
melody of God and our 

very life is the rhythm of God. AND as 
long as we live in harmony with God, we 
continue to give music to the world for real 
music lives on! 

                                                                                                                                             

As prayer is the 
lifting up of the mind, 
heart and soul or the 
whole being to God,  so 
is the MUSIC for me 
(especially the scripture or 
biblical inspired ones) the 

‘mantra’ that will connect me to the heart 
of God. Whenever my mind wanders away, 
music has its unique way of bringing me 
back to the center.

 To develop awareness needs constant practice, 
discipline and daily exercise. Awareness is the first step to enter 
into the depth of God. Awareness is a step in breaking through. 
Utter each word with awareness. Do the kneeling, folding of 
hands, and bowing with awareness and they would surely make 
a big difference.

 Awareness is the first step being taught when we 
start learning how to meditate. First, be aware of the breathing. 
If we are not aware of our breathing, it is difficult to enter into 
the reality of God’s breath in us – “RUAH”,and God breathe into 
them His breath of life.

 How many of us are walking without being aware 
that we are breathing. We only start to appreciate breathing 
when we are faced with difficulty in breathing or in time of 
death. However, we are created to be free. After all, it is our 
choice to discipline ourselves in order to achieve a high level 
of awareness or not; AND to desire to enter into the Presence 
of God more deeply or not. It is up to every individual. Do not 
blame the weather. Do not blame the system. Do not blame 
the environment. Do not blame others. Do not blame the world. 
Because even though how much well organized the system is 
or how perfect the environment we have, if we choose not to 
discipline  and if we choose not to practice AWARENESS, then 
things would definitely go wrong with us. We will lose our depth 
and Prayer will lose its meaning.

 At the twilight of our lives, we start to question 
ourselves, “How did I live my daily life?” 

A strong earthquake also struck us in year 1976 and made 
our water tank collapsed. A part of our wall broke down giving way 
to expose our once cloistered home into a bright spot light. We 
discovered for the first time who our neighbors are and for quite 
some time, fetching water from them became part of our daily life 
until our jetmatic hand pump was repaired.

       
    

Daily brownout was also a challenge.  And since I am not used 
to it, I bumped here and there; dropped this and that in pitch dark; 
and worst was I entered somebody’s room by mistake holding the 
candle in my hand. Divine office was prayed with Petromax and 
the breviary was in small print SO we all ended up visiting the eye 
doctor in General Santos City.

Life then was simple and poor but full of vibrant joy. We 
celebrate each day and even Christmas with what we had. One 
time we received small amount as a Christmas gift and decided to 
just use it to buy hollow blocks to finish our wall instead of having 
our personal Christmas treats. The host room was shabby with 
poor limited equipment and facility BUT fortunately, our limited 
production could already supply the Prelature of Marbel. There was 
even a time that our host baker would need to go to a place where 
there is a generator to finish our work due to lack of electricity.

Those were the days... And whether we expect it or not, divine 
events could happen… Christmas is the perfect time to find joy both 
in what we are receiving and what we are able to give. Everything 
comes from the merciful hand of God. And we all just need to have 
a loving set of eyes to see HOW HE works and from this, our virtues 
would surely grow especially humility, reverence and gratitude.

( from page 3 ) ( from page 3 )



English: I LOVE YOU
Japanese: AISHITE IMASU
Filipino: INIIBIG KITA or MAHAL KITA
Ilonggo: GINAHIGUGMA KO IKAW
Cebuano: GIHIGUGMA KO IKAW
Ilocano: AYAYATEN KA

English: I AM SORRY
Japanese: SUMIMASEN  or GOMENNASAI
Filipino: PATAWAD PO or IPAGPAUMAHIN PO NINYO
Ilonggo: PASAYLOA AKO or PATAWARA AKO
Cebuano: PASAY-LOA AKO
Ilocano: PAKAWANIN NAK o DISPENSARIN NAK

English: THANK YOU
Japanese: ARIGATO   or ARIGATO GOZAIMASU 
Filipino: SALAMAT PO
Ilonggo: MADAMO GID NGA SALAMAT
Cebuano: SALAMAT
Ilocano: ADO NGA SALAMAT A

TINY BABEL
This is just a corner to catch bits of new words or expressions for free AND also to inform 
our reading public that this monastery is like a tiny tower of babel in good perspective 
--- everyone speaks in her own language or dialect but there’s one thing that binds us all, 
the LANGUAGE of LOVE springs from its source – GOD, the Almighty.

 Learn something on our every issue!

JOIN US?
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The PASSIONIST NUNS of Our Lady 
of Holy Hope Monastery join the 
bereaved families and community in 
praying for the eternal repose of the 
souls of:

• FATHER HILARION WALTERS, C.P.
 o  Died last July 7, 2013 at the  
     age of 94
 o  (long-time Spiritual Director      
               and Confessor of the          
               Passionist Nuns, Our Lady of  
               Holy Hope Monastery, Marbel)

•	 LUIS	OSTRIA
     o  Died last April 19, 2012 at the    
               age of 77
           o  (beloved Father of Sister Paul          
               Marie, C.P.)

•	 MARIA	NANCITA	WENCESLAO
           o  Died last September 3, 2013  
               at the age of 77

                o  (beloved Mother of Sister  
                    Mary Gabriel, C.P.)

THE PASSIONIST NUNS
Our Lady of Holy Hope Monastery 
P. O. Box 285 Marbel 
GenSan Drive, Koronadal City 
9506 South Cotabato

Tel. No. (083) 2281792
Cellphone Number – 09212080599

We stand with Mary at the foot of 

the cross interceding for the whole 

world, bringing life and hope through 

the Passion, Death & Resurrection 

of our Lord Jesus Christ.


